A **metaphor** is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two things that aren't alike but do have something in common.

The sentences below use metaphors. Explain what each metaphor means.

Susy was a **late bloomer**, but now she is one of the tallest students in the class.

This latest setback has put us in a **no-win situation**.

It’s been raining all summer. **In a nutshell**, the weather this summer has been terrible.

Extending recess by 15 minutes has proven to be the **silver bullet** to help students focus better in class.

I need to **pull my socks up** if I’m going to get all my packing done in time for my vacation.
A metaphor is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two things that aren't alike but do have something in common.

The sentences below use metaphors. Explain what each metaphor means.

Susy was a late bloomer, but now she is one of the tallest students in the class.

A person who is slow to develop/grow.

This latest setback has put us in a no-win situation.

They’re in a bad situation.

It’s been raining all summer. In a nutshell, the weather this summer has been terrible.

In essence, the basic or most important idea or quality of something.

Extending recess by 15 minutes has proven to be the silver bullet to help students focus better in class.

A quick solution to a difficult problem.

I need to pull my socks up if I’m going to get all my packing done in time for my vacation.

Get my act together.